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Permanent shift: the topology of Didier Vermeiren's Cariatide à la Pierre  
 
Abstract 
Photographic documentation of sculpture produces significant consequences for the way in which 
sculptural space is conceived. When viewed as discrete mediums the interaction of the 
photograph and its sculptural subject is always framed by notions of loss. However, when taken 
as a composite system, the sculpture-photograph proposes a new ontology of space. In place of 
the fixity of medium, we can observe a topology at play: a theory drawn from mathematics in 
which space is understood not as a static field but in terms of properties of connectedness, 
movement and differentiation. Refracted through the photographic medium, sculpture becomes 
not a field of fixed points in space, but rather as a fluid set of relations - a continuous sequence of 
multiple ‘surfaces’, a network of shifting views. 
This paper will develop a topological account of studio practice through an examination of the 
work of the contemporary Belgian sculptor Didier Vermeiren (b. 1951).  Since the 1980s, 
Vermeiren has made extensive use of photography in his sculptural practice.  By analysing a 
series of iterations of his work Cariatide à la Pierre (1997-1998), this paper proposes that 
Vermeiren’s use of photography reveals patterns of connection that expand and complicate the 
language of sculpture, while also emphasising the broader topology of the artist’s practice as a 
network of ‘backward glances’ to previous works from the artist’s oeuvre and the art-historical 
canon. 
In this context, photography is not simply a method of documentation, but rather a means of 
revealing the intrinsic condition of sculpture as medium shaped by dynamic patterns of 
connection and change. In Vermeiren’s work the sculpture-photograph, has a composite identity 
that exceeds straightforward categories of medium.  In their place, we can observe a practice 
based upon the complex interactions of objects whose ontology is always underpinned by a 
certain contingency.  It is in this fundamental mobility, that the topology of Vermeiren’s practice 
can be said to rest. 
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Permanent shift: the topology of Didier Vermieren's Cariatide à la Pierre  
[Fig 1: Profils #6, Cariatide à la pierre, 1998, silver print, 29 x 38.2 cm (each photograph 
from a series of 36)] 
Full Paper 
In Baudelaire’s scathing review of the 1842 salon Why Sculpture Is Boring, one of the chief 
complaints he levels against the sculptural medium was that it “presents too many surfaces at 
once… [T]he spectator, who revolves around the figure, can choose a hundred different points of 
view, except for the right one” (Baudelaire, 1965, p. 111). While the limitations of Baudelaire’s 
account are clear to us from the other side of the 20th century - a period in which art came to 
make a virtue of complexity, fragmentation and an active viewing experience (see Hall, 2000) - 
his complaint does indicate the apparent challenges that sculpture presents as a subject for 
documentary photography. How can the flat immediacy of photography do justice to the 
sculptural object, an entity that has an almost infinite number of viewpoints and that is so 
fundamentally influenced by its physical environment? For while the photograph may convey the 
situated quality of a work, its mass, texture and its interplay of light and shadow as a function of 
its setting, it also pictorializes these same qualities – converting their physical presence to one of 
flat opticality. 
As Alex Potts notes in his 1998 essay The Minimalist Object and the Photographic Image, “the 
photograph might make us particularly aware of the mass of the work, but it might, on the other 
hand, invite us to consider the work less as a palpable object than as a dematerialized presence, an 
optical effect of a play of light, or haunting sense of emptiness” (1998, p. 181). When viewed as 
discrete mediums, the interaction of photography and sculpture is commonly figured as a loss: the 
sculpture yields its physicality to the photograph while in turn the photograph yields its agency as 
a medium to that of its sculptural subject. Taking the various iterations of Didier Vermeiren’s 
Cariatide à la Pierre (1997-1998) as a case study, in this paper I propose that the photographed 
sculpture can set forth a new field of problematics that effectively destabilise the terms of both 
sculpture and photography as discrete mediums. In doing so, I wish to demonstrate how 
Vermeiren’s sculpture-photographs can be said to constitute a topology: a spatial field arising 
from properties of connectedness, movement and differentiation. As Vermeiren’s work shows, 
when subjected to sculptural processes and refracted through the photographic medium, the object 
can be conceived not as a fixed entity, but rather as a mobile set of relations - a continuous 
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sequence of multiple ‘surfaces’ - qualities that reveal the dynamic objecthood of both the 
sculpture and the photograph. 
Since the 1980s, Vermeiren has used the sculptural plinth as a key point of departure for his 
examination of the sculptural object. His practice revolves around these rectangular volumes 
which he casts, arranges and photographs with a forensic fascination. On the one hand, these 
cubic modules evoke the gestalt forms of 1960s American minimalism, but they also make direct 
reference to a specifically European context given that his plinth forms are almost exclusively 
taken from the bases that support celebrated works from the continental sculptural canon. In 
Cariatide à la pierre (1997) he replicates the exact form and dimensions of the pedestal of the 
work of the same title in the Musée Rodin in Meudon, France. 
The canonical reference point also determines the materials the artist uses to construct his plinth-
replicas. Vermeiren builds his plinths using the same materials as the reference work (Criqui, 
2003, p. 111) while also faithfully replicating its principal sculptural processes. The flat surfaces 
of his plinths are not constructed in plywood or drywall sheeting, but modeled in screeded clay 
over wood and wire-mesh armatures – the same palette of materials that Rodin’s original figure 
would have been modeled in. This clay form acts as the pattern, the sculptural template from 
which Vermeiren extracts moulds in plaster, steel and hessian. These materials are then used to 
form the hollow castings that result. The mould and the casting thus act as mirrors of one another 
- while identical in their laminated material structure, the smooth -interior/rough-exterior of the 
mould is inverted in the casting, and vice-versa. Aided by the neutrality of the forms themselves, 
these mould-casts initiate a system of objects in which relations of positive/negative, before/after, 
parent/child are made indeterminate. As Vermeiren states: 
Traditionally the sculptor obtains his positive form from a negative form and afterwards 
he saves this negative form so as to provide more positive forms. In this way, he keeps 
control of his production. However, I make sculpture in which I present both the positive 
and the negative. Consequently, it is impossible to use the negative again because it has 
become a part of the sculpture itself. You therefore have a positive displaying a negative. 
What is outside in the positive is inside in the negative. In fact everything is switched, the 
treatment of the outside corresponds to the inside. (Vermeiren, 2007) 
These stages – pattern, mould and cast – and the way in which these are repeatedly folded back 
on one another reveal Vermeiren’s interest in the complex ontology of the sculptural object, like 
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the photograph, a medium in which the very notions of authenticity and presence are held to 
challenge by the process of replication. This has led one writer to claim that Vermeiren’s material 
“is not plaster, bronze or marble, but recollection” (Boogerd, 2003, p. 99). The mould acts as a 
‘memory’ of the pattern – a displaced event that is analogous to the temporal shifts effected by 
the photograph. 
[Fig 2: Profils #14, Cariatide à la pierre, 1998, silver print, 29 x 38.2 cm (each photograph 
from a series of 36)] 
 
Given that notions of temporality and replication are already so strongly at play in Vermeiren’s 
work, it is not surprising that he also makes inexhaustible use of photography in his practice. 
Vermeiren has recently stated that for him: photography is “the companion to sculpture not only 
to document its birth, but to create with it" (Dagen, 2012). For Vermeiren, photography is not a 
mute spectator of his sculptural works but plays an active role in their conception. As 
Vermeiren’s remarks indicate, the photograph imparts a movement to the work, by further 
complicating the qualities of indeterminacy already at play in Vermeiren’s mould-casts. 
The correspondence does not end there as Alexander van Grevenstein observes: 
Plaster and light are direct extensions of each other, or rather they are the best of friends. 
They go hand in hand into the most subtle nuances of texture and move in unison into the 
sharpest conceivable lines. (Grevenstein, 1990) 
But Vermeiren’s use of photography seldom dwells on details of form. His use of photography 
does not privilege the sense of texture, materiality or surface but rather an interest in the overall 
spatiality of his works. As Vermeiren states, “.. the actual material of the sculpture is the space. 
The space creates the sculpture and the sculpture creates the space” (Vermeiren, 2007). For 
Vermeiren, space is defined by the relationship between the object and its surroundings. Within 
this ontological system, space is entirely relational, an withdrawn autonomous field which is 
brought into apprehension by the sculptural object. It might be said that sculpture creates space by 
drawing connections between objects and locations that were previously undifferentiated. This 
fluidity appears to inform Vermeiren’s use of photography: he photographs his work from a 
variety of views, and in a variety of combinations, orientations and settings. His photographs 
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emphasize the permutational nature of his works by documenting their different combinations and 
contexts, and the dynamic formal and material relations that result. Just as Cariatide exists as 
both a positive and negative form it also becomes a module in a sequence of spatial 
rearrangements, “a work that seems stuck in a perpetual shift” (Criqui, 2003, p. 113). 
As Alex Potts has noted about the relationship between photography and minimalist sculpture: 
“[i]t proved difficult for photographic illustration to negotiate [the] ambiguity between showing a 
sculpture as an intervention in a specific context and constituting it as an autonomous thing, 
commanding attention entirely through its own shape and scale. (1998, p. 188). By re-
photographing (and re-exhibiting) these works in a variety of contexts, Vermeiren prevents the 
work from acquiring the autonomy of a single definitive view. This ensures that the phenomenal 
dimension of the work is never outflanked by a single, definitive photographic image. For 
Vermeiren, sculpture and space are always conditional and relative. 
Elsewhere, he takes advantage of the photograph’s capacity to engage the temporality that belies 
his robust cubic forms. As James Hall notes in his book The World As Sculpture, Baudelaire’s 
concerns about sculpture tendency to reveal ‘too many surfaces at once’ run counter to essential 
modernity of the dynamic encounter that sculpture invites: sculpture’s ‘in the roundedness’ lends 
it an intrinsically temporal quality, as Rodin exploited with such invention (2000). This quality 
forms a logical point of reference for a short sequence in the documentary film by Elsa Cayo 
(1998) in which Vermeiren rides a bicycle around an arrangement of works laid out in his studio. 
Viewed from his studio mezzanine, the gentle silent arcs of the rider form a counterpoint to the 
static rectilinearity of the sculptures. Here, Vermeiren performs the circumnavigation invited by 
sculpture ‘in-the-round’, the camera angle transforming the monumental scale of his works to 
something closer to that of a maquette. As we watch Vermeiren’s movements, we are acutely 
reminded of the temporal shift that scale effects upon a work. But we also become aware of the 
ontological leveling that the work proposes – the human subject here is not an active protagonist 
but simply another component in a field of object-relations. 
This cyclical movement is considered in different terms in his Profils series (1998) (Figs. 1-3) in 
which the artist takes long exposures of his Cariatide mould-cast in a state of rotation. As Jean-
Pierre Criqui explains: “Vermeiren places his camera in front of a work, sets the exposure time, 
trips the time-delay shutter, and then dashes behind the piece where … he sets it in motion, 
spinning like a top” (2003, pp. 113–114). The resulting image records the undulating profiles of 
the work – its rough and weighty plaster faces transformed into a feathery, ethereal presence. As 
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has been elsewhere observes, in effect the “mass of the sculpture starts to move and seems to 
loose [sic] its gravity” (Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven, 2003); “[t]he viewer does not move 
around the sculpture; instead, the sculpture moves around itself and is captured as though in 
levitation” (La Maison Rouge, 2012). For Vermeiren, sculpture (and by extension space itself) is 
inseparable from movement. 
In his essay ‘Endogenous/Exogenous: Didier Vermeiren’s Dangling Signs’, Erik Verhagen states 
that Vermeiren’s photographs act as a counterpoint to his sculptural works: "Vermeiren gives the 
impression of seeking to confer movement or temporality on his work, by definition non-existent 
in his sculptural practice” (2005, p. 60) But the opposite may be true: it could be argued that 
Vermeiren's photographs at large (and his Profils series in particular) reveal the dynamic and 
temporal qualities already extant in his sculptural works, despite their appearance of static 
autonomy. Like Brancusi's photographic explorations of the 1920s, Vermeiren’s Profils 
photographs are purposeful extensions of the spatial ontology that underpins the rest of the work. 
Similarly, the press release from his 2009 show with Greta Meert gallery in Brussels states: “[t]he 
numerous correspondences in the procedure (positive/negative prints, exposure time, hitches of 
the light...) allow [Vermeiren] to further activate what was used in the course of the sculptural 
production.” (Gallery Greta Meert 2009). It is this notion of photographic ‘activation’ though that 
Vermeiren’s works can be said to ultimately hold to challenge. That is because his photographs 
are not simply tools for viewing his sculptures but an extension of the methodology that 
underpins his work. Far from ‘activating’ his sculptures, his use of photography can be seen to 
arise out of the conceptual morphology of his practice and cannot be considered as distinct from 
his sculptural compositions. As a recent exhibition title seems to indicate, his work is perhaps best 
understood as sculpture-photographs: works that occur across both mediums and that cannot be 
fully apprehended from the perspective of medium-specificity. Vermeiren’s use of photography is 
no more or less ‘documentary’ than the moulds and replicas that comprise his sculptural syntax. 
Vermeiren’s work challenges both the subordination of the photograph to the role of ‘document’ 
and the subordination of sculptural presence to the opticality of the camera. This equivalence 
seems to be borne out by a recent body of work in which the Cariatide appears once again, 
Photoreliefs (2005) (Fig. 4) Here Vermeiren’s photographs are mounted on wooden boxes that 
project from the gallery wall, echoing the plinths of the works that surround them to propose an 
assertive statement of hybridity. 
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[Fig 3: Profils #28, Cariatide à la pierre, 1998, silver print, 29 x 38.2 cm (each photograph 
from a series of 36)] 
 
Vermeiren’s sculpture-photographs therefore, embody the patterns of connection and 
combination that play out in the artist’s studio. As the artist has stated: 
My sculptures refer to the works of other sculptors but also to my own. This means there 
are backward glances from sculpture to sculpture. One sculpture alone cannot exist. 
…The works form a network but they also work as individual articulations. If I make a 
sculpture it is defined by the sculpture I made before; and it defines the sculpture I shall 
make afterwards. All sculptures constitute one large ensemble.”(Vermeiren, 2007) 
It is in this active relationality that the topology of Vermeiren’s work lies. Unlike conventional 
geometry (for example, grids) that articulate coordinates, axes and proportion, shape and number; 
topology is chiefly concerned with how space is organized: the relations that occur within a 
spatial field and its qualities of transformation over time. As Michel Serres has put it, topology 
can be thought of as “a crumpled handkerchief, in which apparently widely separated points may 
be drawn together into adjacency” (Serres & Latour 1995: 60-1 in Conner, 2004). In studio terms, 
topological practices are ones in which the connections between parts are more important than the 
individual parts themselves. Where a conventional model of practice might employ individual or 
‘episodic’ approaches to making by focusing on works, projects or ensembles, each considered 
through the lens of style, theme or medium – a topological mode of making is chiefly interested 
in the meta-relations that shape the work of art. In these terms, practice cannot be figured as a 
straightforward linear genealogy but rather a composite reticulated structure – an undulating web 
of referents that combine in provisional arrangements to produce new points of reference, and 
which are in turn re-incorporated into the practice as a whole. Seen from the point of view of 
topology, any work is always essentially incomplete as it is only ever one component within an 
ever-evolving complex of forces. As Vermeiren’s Cariatides reveal, topological practices are 
always caught in a state of ‘permanent shift’. 
All writing on Vermeiren’s work gives emphasis to the uniquely sculptural nature of his 
investigations, a focus that is encouraged by the artist’s own commentary and interviews. What I 
have sought to do here is propose a different way of seeing this complex body of work. The 
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convergence of photography and sculptural mediums here initiates a new way thinking about 
Vermeiren’s oeuvre, above and beyond medium-specific concerns. What is revealed is the 
methodological structure that appears to underpin Vermeiren’s practice: a topology in which a 
field of activity is initiated by an apparently deliberate and strategic reductivism. By reducing his 
work to a study of the plinth – itself an intermediary form – Vermeiren is able to pursue a ‘logic’ 
of production that creates its own formal language and procedural momentum. As Vermeiren 
explains: 
What happens in the studio is not all that spectacular. You have no choice when it comes 
to actually making the works. Everything is decided in advance. The only thing you can 
observe in the studio is the production of the sculpture. 
This self-reflexive ‘observation’ of the production process and the new object-relations that it 
gives rise to comprises the topology of Vermeiren’s practice. Within this system, the mediums of 
sculpture and photography are active operators, but they are subordinate to the broader 
investigation of object relations that is central to Vermeiren’s work. As Vermeiren’s sculpture-
photographs demonstrate, a composite, topological account of the studio can capture the ‘many 
surfaces’ that comprise an art practice – and the slippages and correspondences that occur to give 
them orientation and movement.   
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